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Dorm student appeals
minimum age ruling
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Career day at UMO
attracts 80 employers
by Sue Swift
Staff Writer
More than 80 representatives from
various organizations will be at the
UMO Field House Oct. 25 to discuss
career options with students.
"Career Day 1984 is not a job fine,'
said Patricia Counihan, associate director of the office of career planning and
placement. "It's a chance for students
from every class to meet informally with
representatives and discuss their
opportunities.
"Prospective employers will be
available to the students to answer questions regarding relationships between
careers and different majors, selection of
career options, development of career
plans, and types of jobs and job selection policies • company may have,"
she said.
Counihan said Career Day is held
every other year because it takes so long
to plan. "For every one organization that
accepted our invitation, 10 to 15
organizations turned it down," she
said.
She said two individual committees,
one composed of 13 students and the
other of seven faculty members, have
been working to send invitations to an
equal cross-representation of employers
for each of UMO's seven colleges.
"A lot of the representatives at Career
Day will be UMO graduates and will be
a ribbon
distinguishable by
Counihan said.
questions
what
"These people know
the students here are asking," she
said.
Lisa Kadish, a senior speech communications major on the student advisory committee said, "Career 11/ray is

TWo students were asked to vacate
their dormitory rooms Thursday, Sept.
20, because they did not meet the
minimum age requirement to live there,
the dorm's resident director said
Monday.
Estabrooke Hall Resident Director
Marsha Alvino said Charles Reeves and
Christopher Comfort, both 19, were
asked to leave the dorm because of a
minimum age rule that requires residents
of the dorm to be at least 20 years old.
Alvino said the two students
approached Residential Life the week
before school started looking for
housing. Comfort said he is a transfer
student from Boston University who
applied to UMO late in the summer.
Director of Residential Life H. Ross
Moriarty said Reeves had specifically
requested Estabrooke Hall, but Reeves
denied that. Reeves said he had originally signed up for a room in Hart Hall,
but because he did not pay his $50 room
deposit on time, found himself lookinj.
for emergency housing the week before
school started.
Moriarty said in Estabrooke, graduate
students are given preference over
undergraduates, and that "almost
all"campuses set aside housing for older
students and graduate students. Because
housing in Estabrooke is available to
undergraduates only as space allows, he
said, it was not unusual that arrangements were being made the week
before school.
"It was the only available housing,"
said Moriarty. Alvino said because it was
a "chaotic" week for Residential Life,
mal procedures were not followed
'nstead of requiring identification
their ages, the two were simply
to
asked how old they were.

-They lied," she said. Alvino said
she found out they were not old enough
Thursday, Sept. 24, during a routine age
check. She approached Moriarty with
the information on the following Monday. Reeves and Comfort were given
until Friday, Oct. 5, to find alternative
housing, Alvino said. Reeves moved to
Colvin Hall and Comfort is still living
in Estabrooke pending an appeal to Vice
and
Student
for
President
Administrative Services Thomas Aceto.
Alvino said housing has also become
available in Aroostook Hall.
Aceto said he did not want to
comment on the situation because of
confidentiality.
Both Comfort and Reeves said the
first time they heard about the age
requirement was when they were asked
to leave. Comfort's Residential Life
housing contract shows his birthdate as
July 1965. Comfort said, and Assistant
Director of Residential Life Ray Momau
verified, that there was no reference to
an age requirement in the handbook of
rules and regulations for students living
in residence halls. Comfort said he based
his appeal to Aceto on the fact that he
is already living in the dormitory and
that he has shown maturity and responsibility. "You just don't uproot
somebody," Comfort said.
He said he also was not told it was
emergency housing. Moriarty said
Residential Life notified both students,
but there was no written verification.
Reeves said he did not Ward to move, but
said, "It wasn't worth arguing. They
would have made me leave anyway."
Alvino said she did not think the two
had malicious intentions.
"They're both nice guys," she said.
"Charlie's a receptionist for me (in
Estabrooke)."
She said Comfort told her that, since
moving to Estabrooke, he had been
studying and sleeping better.

not just for juniors and seniors.
Freshmen and sophomores can find out
about raisers related to different majors,
what kind of summer jobs are needed
and what kind of classes or skills ale required."
Kadish said that juniors and seniors
can evaluate their career goals with
potential employers and find out about
their opportunities.
Counihan said that while Career Day
is not an interviewing program, seniors
can use it to find out about interviewing procedures, company contacts, or
on-campus recruiting times.
-This is not strictly a Maine career
day, although it's easier to get Maine
employers, because it is cheaper for them
member of the committee and Knox
by Rick Lewes
to participate in the program," said
Hall senator said, -This was the lowest
Staff Writer
Counihan.
The General Student Senate Wednes- we could get to without hurting
She said 70 percent of the participants
ourselves."
two abstentions
are from Maine, while 30 percent come day postponed 22-6 with
Much of the debate over the measure
for one week passage of student governfrom other parts of the country.
centered on where the money allocated
budget.
annual
1984-85
ment's
"Weyerhaeuser Co., from Washington
Postponement of the budget means to each board was going.
(state), is one of the farthest visiting
Scott Roy, Somerset Hall senator, said
of student
employers, and there will be lend the 13 boards and committees
government have no money until at least the time the senate was taking to go
government agencies from Wash'
October 23, when the issue will again be through the budget was time well-spent,
also," she said.
because it was the students' money the
"We started meeting last spring to raised.
The budget, which was postponed senate was "playing with."
decide who to invite," said Pamela
Brock Kwiatkowsky, speaking for the
spring semester because of
Hill, another student advisory during the
$28,000 deficit, Guest Lecture Series, said "We cannot
committee member. "This fall, we've student government's
Steve Ritzi, pay bills, hire speakers or contract until
worked on the organizational aspects— was at the "bottom-line,"
this budget is passed."
student government president said.
planning the day."
In other business, Brad Payne was
"There is a hard reduction of services
Counihan said it costs about $3,100 to
elected UMO student representative to
awhile,"
quite
in
had
haven't
we
that
put on Career Day.
the UMaine Board of Trustees and
"When we invited each company. we Ritzi said. "This is the lowest budget UMO representative to the UMaine
offering
asked for $50 or $100 donations, and 39 we've had in five years. We're
students the least amount of services Organization of ;tudent Governments.
companies contributed," she said.
Also, the Botany Outing Club was
"This office couldn't put Career Day we've ever offered them."
The budget was considered line-by- given final club approval, and the UMO
on without them, because it's very costClub was given preliminary
Bike
ComBudgetary
Executive
ly to run the Field House and put on line by the
mittee last semester. Paul Conway, a approval.
lunch," she said.

GSS postpones adoption
of 1984-85 budget
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Two UMO professors address hunger problem
by Melinda 1.41114
Staff Writor
Two LIMO professors addressed the
problem of world humor and the give
and talc' of aid to poor countries
Wednesday In the Memorial Union.
William Whitaker, associate professor
of social welfare, said scarcity and overpopulation an not the eau* of hunger"Globally, there is more than enough
to feed neryons. Every country has the
mourns to feed its people The problem
isn't producing enough food, but giving
people 404,01 10 U,"
Whitaker also said that countries with
large amounts of land and a relatively
small population like Halli have a lot of
starvation Maus ingo amounts of land
are restricted as pastures by thew/11111V
Tho basic natural mounne of these
countries are controlled by a row, 40
although tho food production per person
in Third World countries has increased
substantially, then has been an increase
In hunger 1144
BoHain' that as the population
Increases people will need to produce
mon food at great ecological cost, like
erosion and pesticides is a myth,
Whitaker said -

"Most posticidoi In the world are not
used in the production of crops. About
hod of the witty*. used In the 1.111. go
toward thinp like golf Courses and other
nonfood uses." Whiting used Not11
as an eumplo of the problem of anion,
lie said the peasants who wed to farm
the rich land have been forced to move
onto eroding land by the rich elks, who
use the land to fatten cattle for
American fast-food chains.
"The local OW and multinational corporations work to male profits, so they
auction off then produce to the highest
bidder. LLB. dogs and Gals an outbid the
people in these poor COURITIOP,"
Whitaker said.
Behoving the peasants are 10 ignorant
and underfed they an Monet the point
of mobilising 'homily's is another
myth, -Whitaker said, "Our role Is not to go Into these countries and set things straight. Port of our
role is to at out of the way of changes
taking plain if we breakthrough these
myths we can oily manly* with hungry
People in this country ond throughout
the world."
Deborah Ahern, assistant professor of
food and nutrition, concentrated her
talk on the give and take of aid far the

hungry in 15114144:14
/shorn said it was. "frustrating sub1101" WOLIN it basso many dimensions
to It.
Then are two poops currently providing aid to Jamaica: The Coribboon
Basin Initialise and the United Mates
Money for !Mannino! Govelopment.
The Cal promotes foreign
investments in catmints in the Caribbean basin, which Is mainly islands in
the Caribbean and the Central Amencan
countriesAhern sant the Clil provides ter
companies to invest in the
breaks to
Caribbean and reduces protective
tariffs 113 lomiticans can compete itt n
11.14. markets
'Shunsaid the project has been
criticised Maws the Caribbean boom
didn't got all of the 13W million that Iva
provided for as direct aid. Instead 1143
million went to Control AMODC11, and
most of that to El halvidor, 0 country
which hasn't attracted mony investina
companies. Ahern sold no CBI has
quotas on the amount of sugar and rum
that can bo owned into the lig-, and.
rho items that are tariff free art things
not normally produced in larneiC4. The
1.1.1.

Agency

for

14volopmont has provided direct food
aid to the poor In J11811119g,
At tho center of the world's efforts to
eliminate hunger is the rood and
Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nation Its basic porpow Is to increase
the production and distribution of food
end to improve human nutrition and
welltnine of all people.
world Food Day le tieleinled on the
onniversary of the United Nations %Uri*
Nod Conform* In Rome on Oct lo,
1974. It to a time when jaorile reflect on
the pall Se at the canyons)e and to IOC
what progress his been mule in the mist
year against ninety-
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n made in the past

by Theresa Morrissey
Staff Writer
The last names are withheld because
of the story's content.
A support group for incest survivors
will be starting in the Orono-Old Town
area. The organizers of the group,
Kathleen M. and Peggy D., are members
of a similar group in Bangor and are
trained in crisis intervention. "This is not
a therapy group:' said Kathleen, but it
is very therapeutic.
before I was 2 years old and believed that
I had to have been rotten and evil to
receive this treatment," she said. "I
didn't break the silence until I was 35.
The single most damaging effect is the
_
silence that the victim is forced into ac-,..septing. Your childhood is at stake. If
you want to make yourself better, you
have to break the silence. `fon have to do
it for you.".
Peggy said that when she was sexually
abused by a family member, she got a
lot of attention. She learned that it was
the only way 40 get needed attention.
"You are in a trap until you say all
right, this is it and put an end to it. The
result is a lot of self-hatred and thinking
that I must have solicited it," Peggy
said. Kathleen said, "There is a world of
difference in knowing the statistics that
say one in five is an incest victim and
knowing that the person in front of you
is a survivor. This group gives you this
kind of resource, contacts and support.
"I grew up stigmatized," she said. If
someone said 'I like you' I would think

if you really knew the truth about me,
you wouldn't. With the support group,
you can move from victim to survivor.
the group empowers."
Peggy said, "Going to the group is an
important step. I have seen women grow

Peggy said, "You have to back
through it, it affects today. That is part
of the support group, you need to have
them listen to you."
Kathleen's father caught her grandfather "in the act" when she was 5 years

"It's hard to name yourself as an incest victim.
Being a survivior is extremely painful, a lot have
survived and there is hope."
—an incest victim
almost like a flower opening up. I can
watch self-esteem grow.
"After breaking the silence, people
don't want you to deal with it," she
said. Some people consider this whole
memory of mine a fantasy, she said.
"After already having gone through the
actual happening without any resource,
betrayal and body violation, there is the
pain of silence. There is also the pain of
speaking up and confronting the attitude
'why don't you put it behind you?" said
Kathleen.

old and warned her to stay away from
her grandfather. "Women are somehow
made responsible for men's sexuality. It
is easier to confront the child than to
confront the perpetrator," said
Kathleen.
Peggy said, "It is not our problem it
is society's problem." There is a need
for society to confront the issue rather
than blaming the victim, she said.
"The child is left with the guilt. This
guilt is carried around for years,"
Kathleen said.

Kathleen said, "I really understand
that it is real scary to call. It's hard to
name yourself as an incest victim. Being a survivor is extraordinarily painful,
a lot have survived arid there is hope. You
can get through it, you can survive. You
can NMI survive surviving.
"Helping people helps my victimization stand for something concrete and
good in the world. It is a key part of surviving," said Kathleen.
Peggy said, "If I can help just one person, it would make it easier to bear.
Nothing will make it worth it, the price
that survivors pay should never be
asked," said Kathleen.
For people interested in joining the
group, they can contact Orono Nursing
at 866-3494. Leave your name and
number and you will be contacted.
"Everything will be kept confidential," said Peggy. "We hope to start in
November and pick a night around
everyone's schedule."
The support group will meet weekly.

GREAT JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

ZOOLOGY
STUDENT CO-OP
POSITIONS

Junior English
Proficiency Exam
Monday, Oct. 22
7:00 PM
102 Murray Hall
Required tor Graduation+
All Zoology
(and Biology ASS)
Juniors
must take this exam
---------- I_

you are interested in earning excellent wages while acquiring
work experience in your major with possible future
employment opportunities, we have 19 co-op positions available
for B.S. candidates in the following majors:
• Mechanical Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Engineering Physics
• Computer Science
Please contact Kay Marcoux, Ext. 1344 at your Co-op
office.
Interviewers will be on campus November 2, 1984, please bring
your resume and transcript with you.
If
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Dance to the Los Dos Band
Friday night
WINE AND DRINK SPECIALS
Vie have bands every
week.

Iti

Located undethe
Bangor-Bret..
Bridge

I

To work full time from
jaiWiary 1st to August
31st, 1985.
Maine Yankee Atomic
Power Company has.openings for Co-op Students
starting January 1985.'

eyo,a1 ,)pporturety Employer Nilll.
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Salvadoran president meets military leaders
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP)
— President Jose Napoleon Duarte met
Wednesday with military field commanders to brief them on his talks with
leftist rebels.
Defense Minister Carlos Eugenio
Vides Casanova, who attended the
Monday meeting with rebels in the northern town of La Palma,said Duarte was
talking with the military leaders to explain to them "how he viewed the
meeting" and to keep them informed on
"procedures to be followed!"
to be followed."
Vides Casanova also attended the
meeting with the field commanders.
One of Duarte's priorities when he
took office June I was to convince some
reluctant military leaders of the need for
talks with the leftist rebels. Before he
went to La Palma, he said he had the
support of the entire military high
command.
Troops in Chalatenango province,
where the talks took place, were ordered

confined to their base during the talks
and on Wednesday still had not gone out
on operations, a military source said.
A source involved in setting up the
talks with the rebels said Wednesday that
during the 4 1/2-hour meeting at La
Palma, guerrilla commander Eduardo
Sancho Castaneda, known as Ferman
Cienfuegos, talked privately with Vides
Casanova. Cienfuegos is commander of
the Armed Forces of National
Resistance.
The source, who spoke on condition
of anonymity for security reasons, did
not say what the two discussed in La
Palma, 50 miles north of San Salvador.
The La Palma session, held in the
Roman Catholic church, was the first
top-level meeting between the rebels and
government since the start of El
Salvador's civil war five years ago.
During the talks, the guerrillas and the
government agreed to set up an eightmember commission to meet next
month. The commission is to base its

TENORS NEEDED

during
search for peace on issues raised
rebel
the meeting between Duane and
of 29
list
leaders, who released a
their
include
not
demands but did
longstanding insistence on political
power-sharing.

Wife of dead pilot
agrees to settlement
BANGOR (AP) — The widow of a
Bar Harbor airlines pilot who was killed
in a crash six years ago has agreed to an
S800,000 settlement from the company
that built the plane, U.S. District Court
officials said Wednesday.
Gail Connell Durost will receive
$110,362 and her sons Matthew and Paul
Connell, will each receive $114,498 that
will be held in trust. The remaining
money awarded in Ms. Durost's case
against the Cessna Aircraft Co. will go
to attorneys' fees, expenses and to
insurance companies.
Pilot Malcolm B. Connell was killed
in the 1978 crash near Hancock County
Airport in Trenton, Maine.
Also killed were Bar Harbor Airlines

Oratorio Society
Dr. Dennis Cox, conductor

K,

Rehearsals:
Thursday
7:00 --9:00 PM AH
Lord Hall

The rebel list included a wide range of
reforms: increased wages for workers
and peasants, further land redistribution, removal of U.S. military advisers
and military aid, and a halt to government bombing of rebel-held zones.

President Thomas Caruso, his son
airline general manager Gary Caruso,
and airline pilot Peter Monighetti.
Plaintiffs representing the airline and
estates of Gary and Thomas Caruso, and
Connell had filed suit seeking a $6.6
million award, saying Cessna was
responsible for the crash because of a
mechanical malfunction. Cessna maintained the crash was due to human error
and weather. Last April, a U.S. District
Court jury in Bangor awarded a $3.3
million settlement to plaintiffs.
Still waiting court approval is a settlement for Gary Caruso's estate. A settlement of Thomas Caruso's estate will not
be filed with the court because minor
children are not parties in that action.

PARTY!!!
Mark Gagnon, Todd Prudente, & Jim Miller
invite all friends, family, acquaintances, coworkers, and Maine Campus workers to a house
party on Friday night! ---To determine what the landmarks are on this map,

We dare you to call this number:
UMO

827-8047

("I

OUR HOUSE

Seniors!!
3

Will Be Shot On Sight...
That's right! Philomena Baker of
Baker Studios in Hampden will be on
campus Monday Oct. 22 - Friday
Nov. 9 to shoot senior portraits.
Sign up EARLY for your
appointment in the
Senior Skulls Room 3rd
floor Memorial Union

Sittings are
FREE

The Maine Campus Photo Service is now offering to reprint
photos that have appeared in print
for those who wish to have a copy.
The M.C.RS. will also make B&W
prints from your negatives.
For details call TOM HAWKINS at 5814289
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WASH I NUMN (AP) —The Keegan
administration, responding to a Soviet
call for positive U.S. steps to break the
ems control deadlock, said Wtdnesdiy
II wants improved relations but ham no
obligation "to pay a priceno that the
Soviet Union will wile back to the
nuclear negotleting hut
White House spokesmen tarry
Speakes, responding to Soviet President
Konstantin Chertienko's nffer to Improve
sUgerfewe Mations, psi no Indication
the United States it prepared to shift In
poillIOtt On any ems control issue
Chernenko cited.
"When the Soviet Union Is prepared
to move from public erichinges to private

negotiations and concrete agreements,
they will find us ready," Speakes said
In a stlitattiell issued In response to an
Interview with thirtieth° published in
Wednesday's editions of the NtshIngron
Ate,
"The net step Is to do It privately,"
Speakes sold, Nut he said In response to
a ClUeitIOnt "Nt don't believe we are
obllpted to malerany major contusions
In advance of negotiations." Responding to Chernettlds insulation that U.S,Soviet relations would improve If the
United States would show some move.
ment on "Cl lust one of the essential
questions" that divide the two nations
on VMS control, Mpeakes taidr -"1111

Superior Court judge
receives death threats
AUOUSTA (AP) — !Security re
maimed tight at the Kennebec County
Courthouse today 111110*Ina N threat
against a Mullet-kit Court Justice, but It
wee unclear whet prompted It, officials
said
Justice t)onald Aiesander presided
v over a murder trial in which David
Willoughby was acquitted lest week of
murder and robbery theses the trial
was followed Me angry statements from
members of the community who knew
the victim.
"It's very difficult to figure out what
the threat In related to," Attainder
said tliesdiy. "I've son of gone over in
my mind the controversial decisions Ire
made recently, but I don't know "
Attempts to have him elaborate on
those decisions this morning were

UHIlleCt44f40 because

,-

Alotendet wort in

court.
Shoat Teo Natinet said a man who
threatened by telephone lit come into a
courtroom and shoot Alestander on
Thesdey morning newt eltbred up.
Sertroty was beefed up at the courthouse
Isiesday.
;Satinet said Wednesday lie had no
Idea who made the threat against
Alesender.
A week ago, David Willoughby, 11, of
Randolph, was acquitted of charges he
murdered 21-year-old Paula Roberts
followIns a robbery Cl attic. Atill0 stand
end restaiiranl In Augusta last
December.
l-ils stepbrother, Philip Willoughby,
11, IN to be tried nest month In Hancock
County itt connection with the case.
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Food and Bevsrage Csnter
Ororm's largest Independent grocery
and beverage center
"We Lead • Others Follow"
• •

"FM are pleased Iv see the emphasis
he puts on positive possibilities for U.S.Soviet relations," he said
But Fie insisted the United States has
"reputedly demonstrated that we are
ready for cooperation with the Soviet
Union."
And he repeated the standing U.N.
51110414 00 the 'but COMMON I hit
hernetiko mentioned: that space

weapons talks be preceded by a
moratorium On the testing or deployment of such *tomtit a from Ott
nuliar wIlapOnll UM ettlflitatlati or
underground nuclear toting trestles
signed in 1414 and Ire, and a U,E1.
pledge 601 10 be the first to use nuelear
weapons.
Spealroi said that in his toot mooting
attic White House with Soviet Portion
Minister Andrei Ciromyko, Reagan
stroked "our strong deeire to move tea
mote coopetolve dialogue aeon the
beard."
During the COMM pntsidential campaign, Democrat§ and other critics of the
president have faulted him for filling to
achieve any tenni antltrOl agreement.
with the Sovielet fbr being unnecessarily
hostile to the Kremlini and rim nouns to
meet with a top soviet leader until last
month's session with tlrontyko.

Pair wed on surfboards
SAN ONOPKti, Calif. (AP) — the
bride and groom were all wet, but the
couple's splashy niptials were swell as
they sat astride surfboards, a halt-mile
from shore in the Pacific tkeen
The minister who married lifeguards
Oreg Page, 29, of Man Clemente and
Kara Wtisber, 20. of New haland also
floated on e surfboard, as did 110 guests
Webber, wearing a white swim suit,
white veil and a necklace of white
floated nest to Pose. The
ceremony concluded when a scuba diver
flowers,

popped to the surface bearing two wedding bands.
Mrs. Pile then swam our to her new
husband, decked out In top hat and tells,
and they paddled riff together on a
board built for Iwo
"Weft 100111 40 catch wives all over
the world," said Page. '
A San Clemente city liftmard for the
put 10 yeati, he met his bride-to-be two
years ago when he went to INF.* Zealand
In a lifeguard etch/Mae
had been a lifeguardprogam.he at the Orewe
Surf Club, near Auckland

Escape to "The Woods'..
Evergreen Apartments—New 1
bedroom fully furnished apartments
with all utilities Included.
Whispering Pines—Luxury 2
bedroom condominium townhouses —
conveniently located near campus.
Models open for inspection.

a house

imber:

United States stands ready to negotiate
on these and other issues, but we cannot concur in the apparent Soviet view
that It Is Incumbent upon the United
Sites to pay a price 40 that the Soviet
Union will come back to the nuclear
negotiating table"
"Wh Neff with President Charnenko
that there Is no sound alternative to eonstuctive development In relations
between our two countries," Speakes
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Pizza Patio
Bangor Mall Blvd.
(next to Service Merchandise)
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One small voice

Editorial

STEPHEN R. MACKLIN

Societal acceptance

she can
could be. A Bar Harbor nurse said
child. Gays
recognize homosexual tendencies in a
within their
are born with this chemical imbalance
different
body. Homosexuals were found to have
als.
heterosexu
to
levels of hormones compared
homosexuality.
Most of society does not accept
not want
They believe it is abnormal and they do
are sinful in
to see gays commit these actions that
the Bible.
just
--- But should society judge homosexuals
not,
because of their sexual preference? Probably
a sexual
as
lity
homosexua
considers
still
but society
abnormality, a mental illness. The American
Psychiatric Association, however, dropped its
definition of homosexuality being a mental illness
in the 1970's after obtaining results of tests done
an
on the subject. Could homosexuality only be
alternative lifestyle?
The Bible, however, is a gay person's worse
enemy and it strongly rejects homosexuality.
The Lord says homosexuality is an "abominable
deed." The Bible continues to say anyone who
commits such an act "shall be put to death..They
have forfeited their lives."
Whatever homosexuality is, it will always be present in society. If the majority accepts it or not
should not be an issue because anything different
from the norm has always been rejected. The question each individual should ask themselves is if
they consider homosexuality deviant or perversive.

omosexuals, gays, faggots, or whatever
you may call society's minority of people
who prefer sexual relationships to be with
the same gender, have been on planet Earth since
the beginning. They were here in the past and they
will be here in the future, no matter if what they
are doing is morally right or wrong. As a matter
of fact it is estimated that 10 percent of the U.S.
population is.gay.
There were gays in Medieval Europe. There were
in
gays in the '50s and there were also gay Indians
a time when they roamed the Midwestern prairies
as heavily as the bison once did.
But, can you picture an Indian; stereotyped as
strong, swift and tenacious; as having homosexual
tendencies? It is hard to, but in the Indian culture
homosexuals were looked up to almost likea
"god," someone told me. Gay male Indians never
fought in battles. They stayed at the camp and
helped the squaws. They were not rejected or cast
out of the community. They played an important
role in Indian life.
In today's society, however, gays are criticized
and characterized as non-acceptable. Because of
this gays are screaming for equal rights. Should
they have them? Probably so because the rest of
society should not judge them for what they are.
Then again, is the homosexual community, by
ways of fighting for gay rights, just trying to be
accepted by the rest of society? Do they just want
people to say "it's okay to be gay?"
But is it okay to be gay? Is the theory about
how gays have a chemical imbalance true? It sure
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Coming soon to the
Maine Campus
Garry Trudeau's hit
comic strip
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"... we cannot claim to
be the hope for the
future, because there
will be no future to
hope for."
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For the last two years, I have spent a
great deal of time reading philosophy. In
all the works I have read, I have found
only a few who think the way that I do.
What I did find, however, is that a great
deal of them do not think at all.
The result of my study is that I have
applied a label to philosophy that is
more often heard in the field of music,
"variations on a theme." For almost
all ideas put forth as philosophy are been
based on the notion that the individual
is meaningless, and that man is incapable of reason.
There are of course many variations.
In one system, the society is superior
to the individual and the decisions of
society (or whoever happens to be ruling in their behalf) serve as a surrogate
for reason.
Another states that the race and the
nation are superior to the individual,
and the edicts of the Fuerher fill the
vacuum created by the loss of reason.
One philosophy claims that others,
any others, are superior to the individual, and replaces reason with the
divine revelations of God.
In yet another economic class and the
party have become superior, and reason
has been discarded for the sake of dialectical materialism and the proclamations
of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

by Berke Breathed
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In America, we need not fear any one
of these systems taking over. In America
today we have achieved a balance between these four (and few others based
on the same premises) with token concessions made to the individual and
reason. The result has been called by
some an intellectual vacuum. More accurately, the space that should be filled
by active minds, the intellectual culture,
and the philosophy departments of our
universities, is filled with a corrosive gray
mush that seeks to destroy man from the
inside out.
It is customary to look upon college
students as the hope for the future, the
leaders who will shape a new world, I
cannot. I can only point out what is
causing the decay of American society
and hope that something can be done to
stop it.
The title of this column is "Duty for
the future." The duty that we all have
is to fight the intellectual mush
dominating our society with every source
of energy available, and with the
ultimate and undefeatable weapon;
reason. I urge everyone to never give in,
to never forget that they are individuals,
and to never accept a denial of reason.
If we do not do this, we cannot claim
to be the hope for the future, because
there will be no future for which to hope.
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limiting opposition contained errors

when writing

Photograph created
confusion
To the editor:
Due to the inclusion of my
picture with the article in the
Maine Campus concerning the
refusal of certain notary to
register Republicans to vote,
there seems to be some confusion on my position on this
issue. Simply stated, I have
never, and never intended to,
refuse anyone the right to participate in our political process.
In fact, I have encouraged
Democrats, independents and
Republicans alike to register to
vote.
Back in September, I started
a registration drive on the UMO
campus. I am happy to report
that this drive has been an overwhelming success, with approximately 700 students registered
so far. And I am confident we
will reach more than 1000
before election day. A large
percentage of these new voters
have registered Republican,- and
that is fine with me, so long as
they vote and make their voices
heard.
The most encouraging aspect
of this voter registration drive
has been the strong support
shown by students for the $16.5
million bond issue, of which ap-

Commen

always beneficial to game
animals. There are areas in
Maine that have been so extenThe letter from Nancy Hey
sively cut-over (by logging
opposing hunting contained
populaseveral errors pertaining to operations) that deer
of
wildlife management that I feel tions have suffered because
proThe
cover.
winter
of
lack
a
should be corrected.
of
In speaking of habitat tection of a certain amount
mature cover is important not
manipulation, Ms. Hey stated
other
many
to
but
deer,
to
only
that hunters cut or burn large
areas of forest in order to create species as well.
Citing evidence for an inclearings, which are then
in hunted
planted with lowgrowing browse creased birth rate
deer, Ms. Hey
to benefit, game animals. In populations of
overfact, many more (and larger) stated that hunting causes
of prevenclearings are created by wildfire, population instead
in
agriculture, logging, develop- ting it. Although birth rates
increase
ment, and even wind than by hunted populations do
not
is
the
increase
,
somewhat
practices that are strictly for
to cause
wildlife management. Wildlife necessarily enough
Other factors
biologists try to work with other overpopulation.
l state of
nutritiona
the
as
such
groups, such as farmers and
can
foresters, to minimize the does and winter severity
effect on
negative effects and maximize have a much greater
follow
it
does
Nor
rate.
the benefits of their operations. the birth
populations
When created for wildlife that unhunted
purposes, would experience a reduction of
management
to prevent
sufficient
rates
prescribed burns or patch cuts birth
from taking
are generally small (less than 10 overpopulation
of predaacres) and are made by place. In the absence
deer populabiologists, foresters, or tion, unhunted
of overcapable
quite
are
tions
hunters.
firefighters—not
and outstripping
Clearings are never planted with populating
happened
(This
"lowgrowing browse." Browse their habitat.
on a wildlife sancspecies commonly grow in just last year
Man
clearings as a result of natural tuary in Ipswitch, Mass.)
"
succession. In addition, the may not be a "natural
selective
the
but
predator,
not
is
creation of clearings

To the editor:

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries. Letters.sbould be 300 words or less; commentaries
should be abour450 words. Anonymous letters and commentaries are welconse , but names will be withheld from publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste and libel.

proximately $9 million is
targeted for UMO. Throughout
the campaign and registration
drive, we have stressed the importance of question 3 to
UMO and the state as a whole.
So again, as a reminder, no
matter what your political affiliation may be and no matter
who you chose to support,
please vote yes on question 3
and support UMO.
And one more thing, if you
wish to register there is still
plenty of time to do so. It involves merely a matter of filling
out a small card and takes lit.
terally less than five minutes
will have registration tables in
various locations on campus
and I will be encouraging
registration in my door-to-door
efforts. Also, I am sure my opponent or any other candidate
will be more than happy to
register you. And if you are
from out of state or any other
part of Maine, please
remember, you may register here
if you like, as it is very convenient. You can also register on
Election Day.

Jonathan Lindsay
Orono
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pressure of hunting nevertheless
serves to increase the fitness of
individuals in the population. A
strong, intelligent, healthy deer
is more likely to survive hunting
or predation than a weak,
stupid, or sick one.
Mn, Hey's letter shows that
there are many misconceptions
about hunting and its role in
wildlife management. Perhaps
one of the most serious of these
is that hunters, or those who
support hunting, have no feelings for the animals being
hunted. While it may seem
paradoxical, it is possible to
respect (and even revere)
another organism whose life
you seek to take. An example of
an entire people who felt this
way is the Sioux Indian tribe,
who venerated the buffalo they
hunted. I can't speak for all
hunters, but I know,several who
feel respect for their quarry and
realize the value of the life
they're taking. It might be interesting to Nancy that an essay
by Albert Schwietzer, whom she
quoted, is required for most
wildlife students. It is titled
"Reverence for Life."

Don Engelhardt
Orono
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Your words bother me
that
recent Maine Campus poll showed
of
readers are annoyed at the number
misspellings that appear in our student
newspaper.
concerned
It's great to see that our readers are
Campus that
enough with the quality of the Maine
re
displeasu
their
they will write to us and explain
time and
As a journalist, I would like to take this
tell you what annoy! me.
words of the
I cringe when people misuse the
word incorEnglish language. When people use a
decline_
rectly it causes their credibility to misspell
to
Still there is no excuse for a journalist the jourthough
as
it's
words. When this happens
's lifeline
nalists are taking'nilto their pxofession
know what
When a word is misspelled you at least
uSes
person
a
when
but
the word was intended to be,
meaning
the wrong word it can change the entire
of the sentence.
word "presentI despise it when people use the
used to mean
ly" incorrectly. Presently should not be
should be used to
"at present," or "currently." It
" If I had a
"shortly.
mean "in a little while" or
or professor used
nickel for each time a newscaster

A

the word presently to mean "at this time" I would
have enough money to purchase an ad on television
to explain the word's proper usage.
When was the last time you centered around
something? Probably never, conddering that the
verb "center" implies being at a point. lbu can
center on an issue and a moon can revolve mound
a planet, but you can't center mound the topic.
It didn't continuously rain last year unless it rained nonstop from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31. Continuous
should be used to express an uninterrupted extension in time, space or sequence_ Continuous should
not be confused with the word continual which
means to recur in a steady rapid succession. I am
word
continually annoyed by people who misuse the
continuous.
The words "alternative" and "alternate" are
will
generally misused by many language abusers. I
alternate writing commentaries and editorials durto
be
would
this
to
e
alternativ
An
ing November.
write nothing at all.
misused,
be
can
It's easy to see how these words
English
but still that's not an acceptable excuse. The
language seems to be designed to confuse its users.

Ildir the words "flammable and Inflammable" foe
thing, why
example. Since they both mean tint same
Only
is it necessary to have two different spellings?
in America—right.
spellUMO journalists will center on the topic of
successful
ing to please their readers. If we are not
conand
media
you can choose an alternative
tinuously write us critical editorials.
that
We will strive for spelling pa-faction and hope
improve
the thousands of language abusers try to
coemncatheir word my as pot of a mutual
and fesclors.
ton ligiernsind between writers
by
Commusicietai is defined as the molt
comma
which information Is ischanged through•
system of symbols or signs.
has a
The common system is that each word
by those
definition that has an understood meaning
Therdose,- who use it is the communication process.
of symif the the people involved with an =change
a
symbols,
these
for
meanings
bols have different
occur.
failure in the communication process will
beautiful
a
is
The process of communication
what t he
thing, especially when each person knows
other person has said. -
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position "
s
nation'
the
Out only about half of
to
best-qualified academic officers want
become a college president, the study
•
said.
Piesident+ are stymied be federal and
elite controls, particularly "sunshine"
laws requiring that they conduct °Metal
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Institutions
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unColleges have "unnecessarily and
power of their
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wisely" diminished
presidents In the peat 20 years through
and
Increased government- controls,
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boards, the study said
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The problems are tithing away

(CPS) • "The American college and
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university presidency Is In troubl
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new study conducted by the Commis
cadeton Strengthening Presidential I
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study
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qualified applicants don't wantsome
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and
become college presidents,
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cases, Incumbent presidents want
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College enrollment of women climbs
by Randolph Schmid
Associated Press Writer
American women are pursuing higher
education In ever greater numbers, ac.
mumble for much of the incretse in college enrollnient over the last decade and
s
now outnumbering men at the nation'
universities, the Census Bureau said
Wednesday
Women accounted for about '12 per
,
cent of all college students es of October
big
1992, the new study said, with the
14
to
gent Jump among women aged 2!
s
and those attending two-year college
In a related report, the National
IF
Science foundation disclosed that
survey of graduate schools In 1991 showeo that ,,,,men collected one-fourth of
the doctorate degrees in science And
engineering nearly double their rate of
a decade earlier,
"One of the mi..st significant
developments In higher education and
research In the last 20 years has hen the
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Bring ye any used LP, and receive
of
$1,00 off the already low price
any new record or cassette In the Morel
That brings the price of Wes Het LP's
down to and Incredible $8.491 It Can't
last forever, so hurry down.

IC Mein Street
Oren.

Mr. Flx.11 says bring this ad In and
receive a coupon worth 15.00 off any
turntable or cassette deck repair.
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Students and employers
linked by U1110 co-op
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Staff Writer
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Bikes parked outside Stevens Han win be se uncommon debt as cold
weather approaches. (Valenti photo)

The annual recognition meeting for
businesses and agencies involved with
the Cooperative Education Program at
UMO was held in Bath, Friday, Oct. 12.
UMO President Arthur Johnson and
Captain E.C. Webster, employer of coop students at Supship in Bath, were
among those honoring executive officers
from many Maine businesses.
The meeting was held to recognize
employers that have given students jobs
through the Cooperative Education Program, said Ed Andrews, director of the
program at UMO.
Andrews said the meeting was sponsored by the network of employers who
work with Cooperative Education to
provide and improve employment opportunities available to students.
Students involved with Cooperative
Education get a "hands-on" educational
experience.
Rick Creswell, a junior mechanical
engineering major, worked for Supship
through the co-op program.
"I learned more about the business
angle of engineering than the actual

engineering itself," Creswell said, " it
is amazing how much you learn in the
real world of your major."
Creswell was interviewed first by Andrews, then by Supship. He received
three credits a semester for his work,
fulfilling some of his academic requirements. Beginning his junior year in
the traditional classroom, he has the option to go back to Supship next summer.
Johnson stressed the value of the realworld experience one receives from the
CO-OP program,
"I believe in hands-on experience. By
being in the 'real-world' and then bringing that experience into the classroom,
you're more aware of where you're going," he said.
There is an increasing number of
employers interested in the co-op Program because of the benefits they
receive, said Steve Ives, a UMO student
coordinator for the program.
Employers can use the program to
recruit and train ambitious students who
would make valuable employees in the
future.
Students interested in the co-op
should contact esuck Levesque, a student service coordinator, on the second
floor of Wingate Hall.

Soviet newspaper slams American music
(USPS) — These are tough times for
rock 'n roll back in the USSR.
First an official state-run Soviet
newspaper accused American pop star
Michael Jackson of contaminating
South America. And now the official
journal of the Young Communist
League has warned Soviet citizens to be
on their guard against the subversive influence of American music
"The Jacksonmania virus launched
from North American into South
America has one aim — to squeeze as
much gold juice as posSible out of the
country," said the newspaper Leninskae Znamye, or "Lenin's Banner."
The newspaper said, "Michael

Jackson is more widely popularized in
Argentina than local singers and
groups." The paper also complained
that South American younsters waste
their time trying to imitate Jackson's
style of dress and mannerisms.
The article was only the latest in a
series of attacks on Michael Jackson by
the heavily censored and rigidly controlled state media. Other articles have
charged that Jackson sold his black soul
for a white profit, that his music is
nothing but plastic, and that his music
keeps millions of Americans from
thinking about serious topics like racial
violence in Miami.
Another article in the official

Komsomolskaya Pravda said that the
West is using subversive music to "cook
up a so-called rock culture, imbuing it
with propaganda of a certain independent, aggressive lifestyle inherent
in only one group of people, the young.
"A culture which preaches primitive
pleasure, amusement, political passivity
and which gives illusions instead of

"Those who play these songs are
playing into the hands of our ideological
enemies, are causing damage to our
Soviet youth music, and are sowing in
unformed minds the seeds of a way of
life which is alien to ours." the pane
said.
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reality is unacceptable to the Soviet peopie," the article said.

Budweiser
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Schwepps mixers
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2 for 99*
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OPEN RUSH
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Sports

— by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer

Walsh sees player progress despite two losses
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
The UMO hockey team has gotten off
to a slow start this season losing on the
road to the University of New Hampshire 4-2, Tuesday night, and to the
University of New Brunswick last Friday
night 6-3 at Alfond Arena,
But first year head coach Shawn
Walsh has been pleased with his team's
play and has been especially pleased with
the way his team has adapted to his
brand of hockey.
"It's a credit to our players to have
come as far as we have,' Walsh said,
"They have had to adapt to a new
philosophy, a new system and a new
coaching staff. They've done a tremendous job."
An area where ,,he Bears have come up
short has been on the power play.
Through the first two games Maine has
scored three goals in 16 opportunities
with one of the goals coming when the
Bears had a two-man advantage.

Walsh however said he was pleased
with the the power play and the way they
have moved the puck. He added that
they have produced numerous "grade A"
scoring opportunities but said he would
like to see them produce more. goals.
While Maine has scored only three
goals on the power play, they have surrendered only two shorthanded goals.
Walsh said from that standpoint it (man
advantage situations) is not hurting the
team.
Two areas Walsh was specifically
pleased with in the New Hampshire
game was the team's intensity on line
changes and the defensive zone coverage.
He said that because of the quick line
changes they were able to dictate the
flow of the game. He said the team
played well early and late in the game
and said that indicates the team is on the
right track.
Maine outshot the Wildcats 35-31 on
Tuesday night and represents the first
time in recent memory that a Maine
team outshot a league opponent on the

Have You Seen the Salad Bar
at Miller's Restaurant?

only S8.95

it's

Frestrman center Dave Wenstey rights off a Universits of New Brunswick
player in Friday's game. UMO lost to the Canadian team 6-3. IFerazzi photo)
proved he could play goal at the Diviroad. Last season, the Bears were outsion I level.
shot 450-256, and outscored 67-19 in the
Jean Lacoste was in goal last Friday
was
Maine
which
games
10-league road
taking the defeat in Maine's 6-3 loss to
winless in.
the University of New Brunswick.
Ray Roy played in goal for Maine on
Lacoste turned away 34 Red Devils'
Tuesday night, registering 28 saves while shots.
giving up three goals. The Wildcats
Sophomores Jim Purcell and Steve
scored their fourth goal into an empty
Santini, and freshman Dave North
net after Roy had been pulled in favor scored for
the Bears in Friday's game
of an extra attacker.
while senior Peter Maher and freshman
Paul
Lelievre notched goals in
center
Walsh said he was very pleased with
Tuesday's UNH game.
Roy's performance observing that he

ti)I 10NGOUS!
More than 200 Hot El Cold Dishes
plus Standing Steamship Round of Beef
every evening!
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INCLUDING DESSERT
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Three freshmen to start on baseball team
by Jon Rummier
staff Writer
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The LIMO baseball WM concluded is
fall sawn with a 11-1 drubbing of
Hutton Collie las Thursday on the
junior vartitY field.
While Coach John Winkin is pleased
with the teems 10-0 season, he's much
more relieved to haw tolvedihe one riddle facing him this fall. The quettion of
who would play tecond bete, third bate
and left field.
Gary Dubs Jim Overstreet, and Gary
LaPierre are the solutions to Winkin'*
riddle
- And, while each might Wm MO of
place with the newt of the other veteran
koncert, Billy Reynoldt, Bill Mcfnnit,
Dan Kens Mike Burdick, Rick Bernerdo and Bob Roy, each have performed
well this fell and in their past. Winkin
shows, a fair amount of confidence,
along with a touch of patience, that his
iiNWCOR1011 Will fit in and perform consitiently come spring.
"They seem to be fitting In,"
Winkin said. "They're rookies end have
their rookie moments. But, what impraises me is that they continue to improve and fit in nicelY."
huh had this certain quelitiet Winkin
.00ks for in any of his recruits; "the
tteaire to win, the ability to know how
to win and to be a contributing Part In
winning program."
"A guy knowing how to win het A
good start with me," Winkin said.
"All three conic from winning teams.
1-hes, helped their MUM win."
Dube, the winnine attitude revols
c.,1 *round his years at Biddeford High

'School where he played football, basketball and baseball,
In his senior year, he played halfback
end shortstop to help the football and
baseball MUM win state charnpionehipt.
Dube now finds himself sterling at SOCOnd bate next spring. Even though he
haunt been hitting well at the Plates
Winkin't impressed with his quickness
at second.
"Dube't $1011itill asset is his
quickness," Winkin said. "It hetn't
been difficult putting him at second. He
fit' in well with the shortstop (Mika)
Rordick, who also it quick. It makes for
a good double play situation.
I can't count on him offensively. I'm
counting on the fact that Roy, McInnis,
Reynolds, Remade and Kane will produce,"
"I wasn't expecting to be where I am
now," Dube said after Thursday's
lama. "But, things hoe have been going pretty good. Theret still a long way
to go, My hitting has to come around.
"The pitching is different. It took me
4 while to get used to the speed. The first
couple of games I was nervous with the
vertity."
Completing the infield illernerdo
returns at first baba is OseiStrget ci
third, the most highly touted of the three
recruits when he arrived on samosa, based on hit high school career.
He received All-Boston Globe honors,
bestowed to the "top It players in
Massachusetts" and MVP distinction
in the interstate All-Star Game against
Connecticut. In addition, the 6-foot-1,
resident of Stauton, Mabk. played
quarterback for the football team and
also played basketball.

This fell OVerstreel, hasn't let'mow' fentively is LaPierrs," Winkin said. "I
been contli- thought he looked like one of the more
expectations down as
tent at the plate Mains .180 for the persistent hitters in the state of Mains
season and is slowly fitting In at third. He also has very effective speed. He's a
"It's titans Ovorttriet a while to ad- real effective lead-off man,"
For laPhure, the winning attitude
just," Winkin said. "He's a strong hitter known for power. He wet N pit- rouged 'ground his yowl at Deering Hirsh
cher/shortstop In high school, It's tak- School where he too Was a three sport
ing him a little while to got accustomed athlete, with tho majority of his ISIC0011
coming in center field for the baseball
to the new position."
"Now I feel good," Overttrott said teem.
after the game "I wane little nervous in
lePierre played for the state chem. •
the beginning. I Was expecting to find pionthip Deering team in 1913 He also
I
what
that
end
some good players
played this put summer on the Milne
found. It's not like high school ball.
American Legion champion Caldwell
"I wanted to play the field. That's real- Post team,
Other
hers,
why
came
I
ly another moon
Now, after a SIM start in which he hit
schools wanted me to pitch,
.118 in the first two weekends, he CAMS
"I figured I had a shot at making the on fire the past throe weekends hitting
INSITI, 1 knew Jeff Paul Juit graduated.
139, with $ final button BA of.371,
But, I knew I had to work hard and
LaPierre said he lo surprised at his quick
things' could work for the better"
which has allowed him to become
The final member of the trio, start starter.
Haar
LaPierre, a Portland native, has been 'a
"I was just trying to make the
given the nod to play le field. And
while his play at left has been fairly team," LaPierre said after the same
Winkin more importantly likes the "Coming up here I was nervous.'Ms pitoffensive possibilities lePierre exhibit* ching we've been facing Is 11 little better
from the lead off spot in the batting than high school, Rut, I still feel I'm hitting well. I'm a little more relaxed now.
order.
"The one guy I hope will help as of- When in relaxed I hit a little bettor."
•••••••••••
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L&A Market
Mill Street, Orono
B66-2515 1
The little guy tries harder
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Flutie ready for Saturday's West Virginia game
MORGANTOWN, W.Va—Doug
Flutie hopes to end his frustration
against West Virginia University on
Saturday.
"I'd like to win at all costs," said
Flutie, who has guided the Eagles to four
straight victories this season. "I'd like to
show West Virginians that I am as good
that's it's not only
as some say
publicity.
"It really bothers me. That's
something I don't wasnt to go through
my career without doing."
Flutie has passed for more than 8,000
yards and 53 touchdowns, led BC into
the national rankings and to bowl games
and has become the.leading candidate
this season for the Heisman Trophy.
About the only thing the 5-foot-9
quarterback hasn't done is lead the
Eagles to a victory over West Virginia,
something he hopes to change Saturday
when fourt h-ranked BC meets the 20thranked Mountaineers.
Flutie didn't play against the Moun.

taineers as a freshman, but as a
sophomore in 1982 he had what he calls
the poorest game of his career, completing only nine of 33 passes for 122
yards with four interceptions.
"I had a slight thumb injury,"
Flutie said. "And I wasn't throwing the
ball the way I like to I had a very poor
game."
West Virginia took advantage of a
fumbled punt in the final minutes to
register a 20-13 victory in Morgantown
that season.
Last season in Chestnut Hill, Mass.,
West Virginia scored 17 first-quarter
points en route to a 27-17 victory.
Flutie completed 23 of 51 passes for
418 yards, but threw three interceptions
as an Eagle rally fell short.
"It was heal frustrating," he said. "I
thought we were taking control of the
game in the entire second half. I threw
three interceptions and it cost us.
"It's been very frustrating. It's just a
case of my not playing a complete game

Ses - Ow 1111•4 • Wveortes
$11111nlor An. Brew
B27-113011

$5.89

Budweise

plus tax & dep

12 pack 12 oz cans

$7.99

Busch & Genessee Beer

plus tax & dep

Bar Bottles

$2.98

Stroh's-

Plus tax & dep

6 pack-12 oz bottles

Complete line of wine coolers
OPEN: Sun. - Thur. 6-10
Fri. and Sat. 6-11

Fast friendly service at discount prices

against West Virginia."
Flutie says he's confident the Eagles
will turn things around Saturday at
Mountaineer Field where nearly 60,000
fans, numerous bowl scouts and an
ABC-TV audience will be watching. West
Virginia is 5-1.
"If we play the way we are capable of
playing, we will win," he said. "West
Virginia has always played us tough
defensively. But I think our defense has
proved they are solid. West Virginia has
had some problems offensively, so
maybe we can keep them off the
scoreboard a bit, and hopefully, keep our
offense on track."
West Virginia will have to guard
against Flutie's scrambling ability as
much as his passing proficiency.
"Flutie is the most dangerous on a
broken play," said West Virginia coach
Don Nehlen.
"He's like a magician with eyes in the

back of his head out there. He's easily
the most exciting player in the college
game today."
"We just have to get after him and
contain him," said West Virginia
linebacker Dave Preston.
BC coach Jack Bicknell said Flutie
has become more of a pocket passer this
season as he's completed 86 of 140 passes
for 1,195 yards and 13 touchdowns.
"We coach him to read coverages,"
Bicknell said. "We don't design for him
to scramble. We'd rather he'd stay in the
pocket. But when he is forced to scramble, well he's very, very dangerous and
exciting.
"I will never say 'Doug, don't do this
or don't do that I don't want to inhibit
his talents. I will never do anything to
hold him back. I've coached 24 years and
have had only one Doug Flutie. I don't
expect to have another"

National League manager
of the year named
NEW YORK (AP) - Jim Frey, who
turned the Chicago Cubs from a lowerechelon team to a division winner in his
first year with the club, Wednesday, was
named the National Leagues Manager
of the Year by the Baseball Writers'
Association of America.
Frey received 16 of the possible 24
first-place BBWA votes and seven for second for a total of 101 points to win easily over Dave Johnson of the New York
Mets, whose team contended most of the
season with the Cubs for the NL East
championship and finished second in the
division.
"I'm honored and proud that people
thought I did a good job," Frey said.
"But it was the organization that went
out and spent the money to get the
ballplayers. A lot of people deserve
credit. I'm just the guy who happens to
be standing here."

He added that "individual awards are
nice" but "the biggest thrill is being on
a championship team."
While Frey was left off one writer's
ballot, Johnson was named on all 24
with four votes for first place, 16 for second and four four third.
The Cubs in 1983 finished fifth in the
NL East with a 71-81 record, but Frey got
them turned them around with a blend
of youngsters and veterans acquired in
trades by General Manager Dallas
Green. Fighting neck-and-neck with the
Mets, the Cubs pulled awasy in the last
two weeks in September with some timely victories over their closest contenders.
The last time the Cubs had won a
championship of any kind was in 194 ,
when they took the NL pennant before
losing the World Series to the Detroit
Tigers.

Skitikuk
Crafting Fine Outdoor Gear
Since 1972
call or write for our catalog or stop by our shop in
Orono, Skitikuk Outfitters.
(GAS ISLAND 38 Main St., Orono 866-4878
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